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Greetings, It is I, Gabriel. 
 

We are all gathered this evening in great anticipation when shortly we will gather 
together to put in place another level of the 6th and 7th Dimensional frequencies of the 
Light Templates.  Much care has been taken this year in the sequence of teachings that 
we have guided you in, so that the precision of the Energetics has been set in place in a 
very dynamic way.  This year’s Conference, again, will be unlike any other Conference 
that you have experienced in Seating of the Divine thus far.  So, we are excited at this 
potential.   
 

So, now, take a deep breath…..    
 Let go of all the thoughts and events of the day….. 
And Breathe in Love…..  and as you exhale, exhale Light –  
 the Light that you are, that magnificent Light….. 
Now Breathe in Light from the Source of your Being…..   and exhale Love….. 
 

Take another deep breath….. 
And be very conscious in this moment of yourself in your Light Body…. 
 FEEL the Consciousness of the Light Body….. 
 FEEL the Energetics of the Light Body….. 
 

Now, activate your Merkaba Field, that beautiful Vehicle of Light….. 
 And FEEL that Light… 
 FEEL the Presence of you in your Light Body in the Merkaba Vehicle of Light….. 
Notice how it amplifies the Light Body….. 
 Also notice how the Light Body further activates the Merkaba Vehicle….. 
They have a unified purpose and are dependent on the functioning simultaneously  
 of each other.   
You had not noticed this previously….. 
So, now begin to notice that the two important energetic functions of you  
 as a Divine Being  function in a unified, simultaneous action……… 
 

Be very conscious during this session, Beloveds. 
 Do not allow yourself to wander. 
 Do not allow your energetics to veer from this state of consciousness. 
Be very present, very conscious of each energetic positioning that you will be guided to              
recognize….. 
The Energetics of you in your Light Body, in your 5th Dimensional Merkaba Field, 
 is operating very specifically in that 5th Dimension. 
The entire focus will be to keep in your conscious awareness that 5th Dimensional state 
 of alertness and Being….. 
 
Take another deep breath…..     Be very present…… and conscious….. and alert….. 
Another deep breath…….  And let us begin……. 


